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Focus meets scale: 
Introducing the new ICU Medical

With the acquisition of Smiths Medical in January 2022, we are a more dynamic player, focused and

ready to bring our customers consistent quality, innovation, and value in more areas than ever before.

IV Systems

An integrated portfolio of

IV pump technologies, 

informatics, and services

Consumables

A complete line of infusion, 

vascular access, and 

specialty consumables

Vital Care

Hemodynamic monitoring, 

temperature and airway 

management, and pain kits



 
April 4, 2023 
 
Dear ICU Medical Shareholder: 
 
In our last two Annual Report letters, we commented on the impact of the global pandemic and the related knock-on effects of supply chain 
disruptions and inflation. While ICU performed exceptionally well in serving customers from the onset of the pandemic through the end of 2021, 
we were impacted by dozens of supply chain, logistics, and inflation-related challenges in 2022. As we write this letter in March 2023, we feel 
that we have weathered many of the storms and adapted well to the fluid and rapidly changing environment thanks to a solid manufacturing and 
supply chain base. The difficulties of 2022 have again shown our resilience and ability to handle challenges while continuing a relentless focus 
on customer service.  
 
In September 2021, we announced a significant strategic transaction to acquire Smiths Medical. We pursued this transaction mainly because we 
believe Smith Medical products enhance our portfolio and make us more relevant to customers. Second, we believe the combined product 
portfolio increases and broadens the addressable markets in which we can participate over time, including an extensive footprint outside the 
traditional hospital infrastructure. Third, we believe there is an opportunity to improve the performance of the Smiths Medical businesses and 
generate synergies between the companies. And since we have largely finished integrating Hospira Infusion Systems, we have a team of talented 
people who know how to handle this kind of challenge. 
 
As we foreshadowed in last year's letter, the integration of Smiths Medical has not been easy. Combined with the broader environmental 
challenges, Smiths Medical’s operational performance contributed to our financial results in 2022 being below our expectations. We had 
mentioned that the combined company performance would be difficult to predict in the short term and that we would unlikely generate meaningful 
cash flow in 2022 as we invested in inventory, integration, and quality. Unfortunately, that was precisely the scenario that occurred, and we did 
not achieve our desired targets for the first time in many years. 
 
It is appropriate to ask whether our combined company's long-term earnings power was decreased or delayed. While neither is an optimal answer, 
we fully believe the earnings power underpinning our original Smith Medical hypothesis is achievable. To understand why, it is essential to know 
that some of the headwinds we faced in 2022 were unique and likely to recede over time—such as the impact of fuel prices, which hurt our IV 
Solutions business, or the strong US dollar, which impacted the rest of the portfolio. To deliver on our original hypothesis, we must realistically 
address all the areas available for improvement, including re-capturing lost Smiths Medical revenues, running a lean and efficient production 
operation, and innovating between the portfolios of both companies. And we need to keep improving the performance of ICU Medical's historically 
most differentiated business, IV Consumables and IV Systems, which ended 2022 well. 
 
While the macro environment is improving in 2023, optimizing the businesses we acquired from Smiths and running the type of production and 
supply chain environment we have become accustomed to operating will still take time. The vast number of product shortages in the broader 
medical supply chain allows us to expand our value once we run an efficient operation. An easing macro environment, combined with running a 
better operation, will enable us to focus on maximizing working capital, free cash flow generation, and innovation as we did historically. 
 
Over the medium term, we believe the acquisition of Smiths Medical gives us the strongest portfolio of products we have had to date. Being a 
larger company will help us mitigate supply chain and inflationary pressures in the market and allow us to keep developing our people and 
providing career expansion. We believe we have delivered the appropriate returns from our previous Hospira Infusion Systems and Pursuit 
Vascular acquisitions, and we will work to ensure the same outcome here.  

 
The journey of ICU Medical over the last five years has been unique, growing from a small $380 million company overly reliant on a single $125 
million OEM customer to a $2.3 billion diversified global medical device and supply company. We made the decisions that led to this significant 
growth based on a sense of reality and making the best of the choices available to us. We look forward to continuing this course over the next 
few years as we integrate the Smiths Medical acquisition and position the company for further success. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Vivek Jain,  
Chairman and CEO 





























































































































































































































































We Connect Patients and Caregivers
through safe, life-saving, life-enhancing medical devices.
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